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Boundary Control Method (BCM), Belishev 1986

BCM is ab initio approach to multidimensional inverse problems based on
ideas of control theory, asymptotic methods (for propagation of
discontinuities), functional analysis and geometry.

Its simple and clear mathematical background makes the method of
rather general scope, in particular, it is developed for acoustics,
electrodynamics, Shrödinger equation, 1D Dirac system, 1D two-velocity
system, reconstruction of Riemannian manifolds, and other dynamical
systems.

The BCM provides time optimal step-by-step reconstruction procedure
without ad hoc assumptions, and it may work in case if data given only
on part of the domain boundary.

The first affirmative results in 2D acoustics with spectral inverse data
were obtained by V. B. Filippov (1994) and also S. A. Ivanov and V. Yu.
Gotlib (1997). A dynamical variant of BCM was implemented and tested
by V.Yu.Gotlib (1999).
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Acoustic equation on semiplane

We consider acoustic equation in Ω× (0,T ) where Ω ∈ Rn, Γ := ∂Ω,[
∂2

∂t2
− c2(x)∆

]
u(x , t) = 0,

u(x , t)|t=0 = 0,
∂

∂t
u(x , t)|t=0 = 0, u(x , t)|Γ×[0,T ] = f (x , t).
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How to recover c(x) in ΩT from measurements of the system’s
reaction ∂

∂ν u(x , t)|Γ×[0,2T ] on boundary controls f (x , t)?



Dual system
The dynamic system defined in a cylinder Ω× (0,T ), ΣT := Γ× [0,T ][

∂2

∂t2
− c2(x)∆

]
v(x , t) = 0,

v(x , t)|t=T = 0,
∂

∂t
v(x , t)|t=T = y(x), v(x , t)|ΣT = 0,

is called dual to the system. We observe OT y := (∂v y/∂ν)|ΣT .

The outer space of boundary controls FT := L2(ΣT ;dΓdt)

(f , g)FT :=

T∫
0

dt

∫
Γ

dΓ f (γ, t) g(γ, t).

The inner space of waves H := L2(Ω; c−2dx)

(v ,w)H :=

∫
Ω

dx c−2(x) v(x)w(x).

For any boundary control h ∈ FT and initial value y ∈ H the following
equality holds:

(y , uh(·,T ))H = (∂v y/∂ν, h)FT .
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Key elements of BCM: scalar products
Let us introduce the connecting operator CT : FT → FT ,

(uf (·,T ), ug (·,T ))H = (CT f , g)FT .

The action of operator CT is defined as

(CT f )(γ, t) =
1

2

[
∂uF

∂ν
(γ, t)− ∂uF

∂ν
(γ, 2T − t)

]
, 0 ≤ t ≤ T ,

where F is so called double boundary control

F (γ, t) =

t∫
0

dt ′
{

f (γ, t ′), 0 ≤ t ′ < T
−f (γ, 2T − t ′), T ≤ t ′ ≤ 2T

}
.

Let a(x) be a harmonic function: ∆a = 0 in Ω. Then

(a, uf (·,T ))H =

T∫
0

dt (T − t)

∫
Γ

dΓ

[
a(γ)

∂uf

∂ν
(γ, t)− ∂a

∂ν
(γ) f (γ, t)

]
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Key elements of BCM: propagation of discontinuities

The discontinuities of waves propagate along semigeodesic rays, and their
jumps can be calculated exactly by means of formulas of geometric optics.

The function y⊥ξ := y − Pξy have a jump discontinuity at the wave front

surface Γξ, and y⊥ξ (x(γ, ξ + 0)) = y(x(γ, ξ)).

We take y⊥ξ as initial value for (∂v/∂t)|t=T in the dual system. Such
discontinuous initial value produces a discontinuous wave carrying (in
inverted time) a jump at its forward front along the semigeodesic rays.
The jump reaches the boundary at points x(γ, 0) = γ at the moment
t = T − ξ producing the jump of force whose amplitude can be
calculated by geometric optics,

[
OT y⊥ξ

]
(γ,T − ξ − 0) =

∂v y⊥
ξ

∂ν
(γ,T − ξ − 0) = β(γ, ξ) y(x(γ, ξ)).

ỹ(γ, ξ) := β(γ, ξ) y(x(γ, ξ)) is called an image of y(x).
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Main tool of BCM: amplitude formula
Now we combine all tricks into one tricky tool. Let y = a(x),

OTa⊥ξ = OT (1H − Pξ) a = OT (PT − Pξ) a.

We get amplitude formula

ã(γ, ξ) =
[
OT (PT − Pξ)a

]
(γ,T − ξ − 0).

Due to approximate controllability of the dynamic system

Pξa =
∑
α

aξα u
ξ
α,

where uξα := uf
ξ
α (·,T ) produced by delayed boundary controls f ξα .

We substitute expansions for PTa and Pξa into the amplitude formula,

ã(γ, ξ) =

[∑
α

(
aTα OTuTα − aξαO

Tuξα
)]

(γ,T − ξ − 0),

or, using identity OTuf = CT f ,

ã(γ, ξ) =

[∑
α

(
aTα CT fα − aξα C

T f ξα
)]

(γ,T − ξ − 0).
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Reconstruction of c(x)

The xk(γ, ξ) component of the mapping can be calculated from ratio of
images of two harmonic functions

{
1, xk

}
:

x̃k(γ, ξ)

1̃(γ, ξ)
=
β(γ, ξ)xk(x(γ, ξ))

β(γ, ξ)1
= xk(γ, ξ),

The speed of sound (density) c(γ, ξ) can be recovered from the following
property of semigeodesical rays, dl2 = (dx1)2 + (dx2)2 = c2 dξ2,

1

ρ(γ, ξ)
= c2(γ, ξ) =

n∑
k=1

[
∂xk(γ, ξ)

∂ξ

]2

.

The end product of BCM is the reconstructed speed of sound in cartesian
coordinates c(x) = c(x(γ, ξ)).
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Basis of boundary controls

The BCM assumes that boundary controls fα(γ, t) form a basis in
Sobolev space {

fα ∈ H1(Γ× [0,T ]) | fα(γ, t)|t=0 = 0
}
.

In case of semiplane we can keep under control only a part of the
boundary and thus have to use localized basis functions.

16 functions

Figure: Temporal basis (budget).
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Boundary controls and system’s reactions

Figure: Example of basic boundary control and system’s reaction.

Figure: Example of double boundary control and system’s reaction.



Boundary controls and system’s reactions

Figure: Example of basic boundary control and system’s reaction.

Figure: Example of double boundary control and system’s reaction.



Test case 1 (basic)
We start presentation of results from the speed of sound c(x) = ρ(x)−

1
2

produced by Gaussian shape of density of medium,

ρ(x1, x2) = 1 + a g1(x1) g2(x2), gk(xk) = exp

[
−
(
xk − x̄k

)2

2∆2
k

]
,

where a = 1, x̄1 = 0, x̄2 = −0.5, ∆1 = 0.5, ∆2 = 0.5.

Figure: The speed of sound c(x1, x2) (left) and semigeodesic coordinates.
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Image of x1

Figure: x̃1(γ, ξ), εreg = 10−5.

Figure: x̃1(γ, ξ), εreg = 10−5.

We expand discontinious projections Pξa(x) over smooth wave solutions
uξα(x ,T ) and thus observe Gibbs oscillations. The basis functions have
finite resolution of order of spatio-temporal scales of the highest
harmonic. All scales below the minimum ones are irrelevant, therefore we
average the result of expansion over that minimum scales by convolution

〈g〉(γ, t) =

+∞∫
−∞

dt ′
+∞∫
−∞

dγ′K (γ − γ′, t − t ′) g(γ′, t ′).
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Mapping x = x(γ, ξ)

The xk(γ, ξ) component of the mapping is calculated from ratio of
images of two harmonic functions

{
1, xk

}
:

x̃k(γ, ξ)

1̃(γ, ξ)
=
β(γ, ξ)xk(x(γ, ξ))

β(γ, ξ)1
= xk(γ, ξ),

Figure: The reconstructed mapping x = x(γ, ξ).
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Speed of sound in cartesian coordinates x = (x1, x2)
The speed of sound (density) c(γ, ξ) can be recovered from the following
property of semigeodesical rays, dl2 = (dx1)2 + (dx2)2 = c2 dξ2,

1

ρ(γ, ξ)
= c2(γ, ξ) =

n∑
k=1

[
∂xk(γ, ξ)

∂ξ

]2

.

The end product of BCM is the reconstructed speed of sound in cartesian
(real) coordinates c(x) = c(x(γ, ξ)).

Figure: The exact (left) and reconstructed speed of sound in cartesian
coordinates.
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Relative error of reconstruction of speed of sound

Figure: Speed of sound (left) and its relative error in percents.



Test case 2
For the second test we have selected the following density of medium,

ρ(x1, x2) = 1− 0.5x2 + 0.0625
(
x1
)2 − a g1(x1)

∂g2(x2)

∂x2
,

where a = 0.25, x̄1 = 0, x̄2 = −0.5, ∆1 = 0.5, ∆2 = 0.25. The speed of
sound consists of a background and two variations of order 30% of its
boundary value.

Figure: The exact (left) and recovered speed of sound c(x1, x2).

We have used T = 1.5 and 16 spatial and 32 temporal functions.
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Figure: Speed of sound (left) and its relative error in percents.



Condition number of the matrix

Figure: The condition number of matrix of scalar products as function of the
probing time ξ: C ∼ ξ4.



Test case 3

Here we take

ρ(x1, x2) = 1− 0.5x2 + 0.0625
(
x1
)2

+ a g1(x1)
(
1− x2

) ∂g2(x2)

∂x2
,

where a = 0.25, x̄1 = 0, x̄2 = −0.5, ∆1 = 0.5, ∆2 = 0.25. In contrast to
the case 2, the corresponding speed of sound has rather strong variations
(the ratio of maximum to minimum value is about 2.5).

Figure: The exact (left) and recovered speed of sound c(x1, x2).

We have used T = 1.5 and 16 spatial and 32 temporal functions.
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Relative error of reconstruction of speed of sound

Figure: Speed of sound (left) and its relative error in percents.



Test case 4
To test the recovering algorithm for the case of sound speed quickly
varying along the boundary we set

ρ(x1, x2) = 1− a g2(z2)
∂g1(z1)

∂x1
,

z1 = cos(φ)x1 + sin(φ)(x2 + 0.25),

z2 = − sin(φ)x1 + cos(φ)(x2 + 0.25),

where a = 0.25, x̄1 = 0, x̄2 = 0, ∆1 = 0.375, ∆2 = 0.25, φ = π/12.
We have used T = 1 and 16 spatial and 32 temporal functions.

Figure: Speed of sound c(x): exact values (left), recovered values



Test case 4
To test the recovering algorithm for the case of sound speed quickly
varying along the boundary we set

ρ(x1, x2) = 1− a g2(z2)
∂g1(z1)

∂x1
,

z1 = cos(φ)x1 + sin(φ)(x2 + 0.25),

z2 = − sin(φ)x1 + cos(φ)(x2 + 0.25),

where a = 0.25, x̄1 = 0, x̄2 = 0, ∆1 = 0.375, ∆2 = 0.25, φ = π/12.
We have used T = 1 and 16 spatial and 32 temporal functions.

Figure: Speed of sound c(x): exact values (left), pseudo-recovered values



Relative error of reconstruction of speed of sound

Figure: Relative errors (in percents) of the recovered sound speed c(x): left -
usual reconstruction, right - pseudo-reconstruction.



Test case 5

The purpose of the test is to check the ability of BCM to work with
strong gradients in the recovered quantities. We prepare the density of
medium as a slightly smoothed wedge with density ρ = 5 included in the
homogeneous background with the constant density ρ = 1.

Figure: Density of medium ρ(x) in the domain filled by waves initiated from σ:
left - exact values, right - recovered values.

We take T = 1 and use the basis with 16 spatial and 32 temporal
functions.



Relative error of reconstruction of speed of sound

Figure: Map of relative errors of the recovered sound speed in percents.



Caustics & cut locus vs BCM

Figure: Eikonal τ(x1, x2) for test case 1, T = 3.



Caustics & cut locus vs BCM

Figure: Eikonal τ(x1, x2) for test case 1, T = 3.



Test case 6: Marmousi model
The boundary control is done on part of boundary x1 ∈ [0, 9.2] km with
probing time T = 1.25 s, basis of controls is composed from Nt = 32
tent-like temporal functions and Nγ = 31 tent-like spatial functions.

Figure: Speed of sound in Marmousi model.
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Test case 6: Marmousi model
The boundary control is done on part of boundary x1 ∈ [0, 9.2] km with
probing time T = 1.25 s, basis of controls is composed from Nt = 32
tent-like temporal functions and Nγ = 31 tent-like spatial functions.

Figure: Eikonal τ(x1, x2) in Marmousi model.



Reconstruction of speed of sound

Figure: Speed of sound in Marmousi model: reconstruction (ε = 1 · 10−5).



Reconstruction of speed of sound

Figure: Speed of sound in Marmousi model: pseudo-reconstruction
(ε = 5 · 10−7).



Relative error of reconstruction of speed of sound

Figure: Relative error of speed of sound in percents: reconstruction
(ε = 1 · 10−5).



Relative error of reconstruction of speed of sound

Figure: Relative error of speed of sound in percents: pseudo-reconstruction
(ε = 5 · 10−7).



Conclusion
1. The BCM works fine for acoustic equation on semiplane (unbounded

domain).

2. There is a need in regularization (Tikhonov, TSVD, etc) of linear
systems to supress oscillations caused by inevitable errors in matrix
elements and right hand sides of equations for expansion
coefficients.

3. There is a need in smoothing of the resulting images of harmonic
functions by convolution with some kernel (e.g. Gaussian) to filter
Gibbs oscillations in expansions.

4. The BCM reconstruction is very simple (involves the calculation of
quadratures for matrix elements (double sums) and the solution of
linear systems (LAPACK)) and efficient.

5. The preparation of input (direct) data for BCM is rather CPU time
consuming. We have to solve the direct problem for 28 − 212

boundary controls with good accuracy.

6. The BCM is able to work with low number of spatial controls: in
such a case it provides an “averaged” profile. As we hope, such a
profile can be used as a starting approximation for high resolution
iterative reconstruction methods.
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Outlook

1. Investigate the accuracy and spatial resolution of BCM depending
on the probing time T and the basis of controls.

2. Investigate the accuracy of reconstruction near caustics, cut locuses,
focal points.

3. Investigate the impact of external noises in reaction data on quality
of BCM reconstruction.

4. Apply BCM to wave equation on circular disk, circular ring and
other interesting shapes.

5. Implement the method with Neumann boundary controls.

6. Move to 3D and try semispace and other domains.

Thanks for your attention!
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